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Ladbroke Grove, 5 October 1999 – Cause: SPAD 

Outcome: head on collision (130mph)

31 fatalities, > 500 injuries



Why was the RAIB established?

 Ladbroke Grove Public Inquiry recommended establishment of 
national rail accident organisation, independent of:

 Government

 Safety Regulators 

 Prosecutors incl. police

 All industry parties

 Railway Transport and Safety Act 2003

 Then…in 2004 European Rail Safety Directive (2004/49/EC) Required 
Member states to establish an independent accident investigation by April 
2006

 Railways (Accident Investigation and Reporting) Regulations 2005

 RAIB became operational October 2005



EU Directive 2004/49/EC – article 21

1. Each Member State shall ensure that 

investigations of accidents and incidents (…..) are 

conducted by a permanent body (…..) able to 

perform the function of investigator-in-charge in 

the event of an accident or incident. This body 

shall be independent in its organisation, legal 

structure and decision-making

2. (….) Its investigators shall be afforded status 

giving them the necessary guarantees of 

independence



charges RAIB with investigating the causes of railway accidents and 

incidents with a view to learning lessons and fostering a safer railway

gives RAIB Inspectors the powers to conduct investigations and to 

require the disclosure of evidence related to these investigations

makes it an offence to not comply with a requirement made by an 

RAIB Inspector, or knowingly to provide inaccurate or misleading  

information to an Inspector without reasonable excuse

allows the Secretary of State to make regulations concerning 

the operation of the RAIB

Primary Legislation

 The Railways & Transport Safety Act 2003 – provided 

for the creation of the RAIB and:



types of accident and incidents to be investigated

Secondary Legislation

 The Railways (Accident Investigation and Reporting) 

Regulations 2005 - set out the framework in which the RAIB 

operates, implements the European Safety Directive and defines the…

requirements for industry to report accidents and incidents

way the RAIB will conduct its investigations

requirements for the preservation of evidence

use or disclosure of information that the RAIB collects 

in the course of its investigations 

details about the RAIB’s reports and recommendations



Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB)

 The independent railway accident investigation organisation for 
investigating accidents and incidents occurring on the railways of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and Channel Tunnel. 

 Reports to Secretary of State for Transport on investigations

 part of the Department for Transport, but functionally independent

 Sole purpose

 to improve safety of railways and prevent further occurrences.

 Does not apportion blame or liability, nor enforce law or 
carry out prosecutions

 Lead Party

 in rail accident investigations where there is no evidence that 
criminal action is the cause



RAIB’s scope includes:

Mainline, metros, trams and heritage rail



Any other accident 

which could have 

had one of these 

consequences 

under slightly 

different 

circumstances

 Where the RAIB decides there is potential for safety  

lessons to be learned and:

The death of 

at least one 

person

Serious injury

to five or 

more people

Extensive

damage to

rolling stock, 

infrastructure 

or the 

environment

Discretion to investigate other incidents based on:

• how serious the incident is; and

• extent of likely safety lessons to be learned

Including trends of accidents/incidents

What types of accidents are investigated?



What type of accidents are not investigated?

Worker accidents 

/incidents with the 

exception of those 

involving train 

movements or 

those train-

movement 

accidents that 

could have been a 

serious worker 

accident

Accidents 

/incidents 

involving

trespassers or 

suicides

Accidents/ 

incidents where 

there are no likely 

safety lessons to 

be learned for the 

operational rail 

system 

management



Structure and operation



RAIB’s operation

Derby

Farnborough

Two operational centres

On call roster includes staff at 
both locations

Vehicles and workshops at 
both centres



The Wharf, Derby



Cullen House, Farnborough



Inspectors’ knowledge

Expertise

London Underground & Metro 

systems

Heavy rail / CTRL / Channel 

Tunnel 

Sectors

Rolling Stock

Track / Structures

Signals / Communications

Operations

Light rail / Tramways

Freight systems

Heritage railways



RAIB Inspectors’ training

Core Investigation Skills

 Standards and evidence

 “Expert Witness” training

 Witness interviewing

 Media training

 Site safety and risk assessment

 Analysis techniques

 Legal framework (UK and EU)

 Rail safety management in the UK

 Surveying

Evidence handling and photography

Dealing with the bereaved

Pathology

Technical

 Operations

 Infrastructure

 Signalling

 Traction and Rolling stock

 Derailments

 Electrification

 Human factors

 Fire investigations

Managed and assessed by RAIB; supplied by externals/RAIB

Ongoing competency management system



Key Roles – RAIB Duty Co-ordinator (DC)

 RAIB notified – it is a legal requirement for industry to immediately 
to notify RAIB of all types of accidents and incidents that are 
described by the Schedules to the Regulations. 

 DC acts as RAIB’s initial point of contact;

 Available 24 hours/day, 365 days per year;
 Notification via RAIB or DfT incident lines;

 Determines RAIB response to incidents - may send inspectors to 
site immediately or on a delayed basis;

 Responsible for liaison and decision making during initial stages of 
incidents;
 Will be in contact with Network Rail NOC, force control rooms, other 

agencies and police and rail silver commanders at scene;

 Advices on decisions regarding access to site, and preservation and 
use of evidence;

 May appoint an Accredited Agent

 DC - remains prime contact for police, safety authority and industry until 
RAIB inspectors arrive on site.



Key Roles – RAIB inspectors

 On-call inspectors available to Duty-Coordinator at 30 

minutes’ notice to deploy; 

 Use of response vehicles at both operational centres;

 Use of incident management vehicle from Derby if required;

 Flexible approach to travel (eg road / train / plane);

 A Lead Inspector (site) will manage the incident from the 

scene as ‘RAIB Silver’;

 A Lead Inspector (investigation) will be nominated for 

any subsequent investigation.



Key Roles – Accredited Agents

 In more remote locations, RAIB Inspectors may take some time to 

reach an accident 

 In these cases, an Accredited Agent (AA) may be deployed – if DC 

considers necessary

 They are not investigators, but are industry staff trained and 

approved by RAIB

 They are equipped with an identity card, armlet, camera, and record 

book

 Their role is to:

 Record perishable evidence - but not to touch or remove it

 Ensure that evidence is protected

 Provide a situation brief to the Duty Co-ordinator

 Around 380 AAs as at January 2016



Conduct of RAIB investigations

 RAIB initially conducts a preliminary examination to 

determine how serious the incident is and if there are 

possible safety lessons to be learned

 Decision then made on type and scope of investigation

 Closure at preliminary examination stage – no further investigation

 Safety digest addressing learning points made public

 Full investigation with public report and recommendations

 A full investigation will not normally take over 12 months

 Larger/longer investigations may have an interim report

 RAIB may issue ‘Urgent Safety Advice’

 RAIB also conducts class investigations for recurrent issues



Sources of evidence

 CCTV (railway and non-railway)

 OTDR and signalling data (eg CCF)

 Voice recordings

 Site surveys and photographs

 Physical evidence (eg failed components)

 Witness statements

 Standards and procedures

 Competence records

 Maintenance records

 Test results / reconstructions / computer modelling

 Weather reports



How we investigate: Working with other parties



Strong emphasis on co-operation between parties
‘working on the ground’, eg joint evidence gathering plan

Memorandum of Understanding – Practical 

application on site between agencies

All parties to the MoU keep a record of evidence 

collected and ‘significant steps’ taken on site

Consultation over interviews of suspects detained by 

Police.

RAIB contact with bereaved arranged via the Police 
Family Liaison Officer (if appointed)

RAIB will share all evidence unless there are legal 
restrictions on disclosure (RAIR Reg 10)



RAIB leads the investigation unless:

How does this work?

There is evidence that a criminal act caused the 

accident/incident

Criminal investigation normally will take precedence 

(eg terrorist incident or vandalism)

Police and the RAIB are required to agree if the Police 

investigation is to take precedence

The RAIB will still have access to the site and 

evidence, and may still conduct a safety investigation



RAIB actions at scene

Prepares evidence 

collection plan

Controls the 

investigation

Manages collection 

of evidence

Manages use of 

external specialist 

services (if required)

Manages removal of 

evidence for further 

investigation (if 

required)

In confidence

Takes witness 

statements

Only High Court can 

instruct release

Protected: the 

statement and 

witness identity 

cannot be passed 

to others



Access to accident sites

 Regulation 7 of the RAIR Regs states that no-one 

shall have access to, interfere with or remove 

anything from an accident site including the rolling 

stock, infrastructure or traffic control and signalling 

systems involved without RAIB permission, except 

to treat the injured, prevent further damage, 

prevent danger or to protect the site



RAIB powers

 An RAIB inspector’s powers include:

 Entering railway / adjoining land and/or buildings

 Seize / make records of evidence, including

 Physical evidence

 Photographs

 Documents

 Phone records (in line with RIPA)

 Requiring people to provide evidence

 Requiring witnesses to answer questions

 But statements cannot be disclosed to anyone unless directed 

by the Crown Court or High Court



Sharing of evidence

 Evidence that RAIB can share with police:

 Site photographs taken by inspectors

 Site measurements

 The results of tests commissioned by the RAIB

 Voice recordings / CCTV obtained from a railway 

operator

 Evidence that RAIB cannot share:

 Statements given to inspectors

 Documents handed over in an interview



Working with other parties

RAIB

Safety 

Investigation

ORR, Duty 

Holder

Enforcement 

of safety  

legislation

Police

Criminal 

Prosecution & 

Sudden Death 

Investigation

Relevant 

evidence is 

shared

RAIB will not share 

witness statements 

or witness identity



Reporting on RAIB’s investigations

 By law, RAIB must consult on its draft investigation report: 

 Responses sought to draft report from rail industry bodies, involved 
persons, families, safety authority and other agencies.

 RAIB will consider and, where appropriate, take account of 
representations made.

 Will provide feedback on own representations to each party.

 Final investigation report will be made public:

 Will not name individuals or apportion blame or liability.

 Includes recommendations intended to avoid or reduce occurrence of 
accidents in the future.

 Recommendations addressed to safety authority, or to other public 
bodies,  for them to ensure that recommendations are duly taken into 
consideration and where appropriate acted upon. 



RAIB is advised by the safety 

authority whether it or the railway 

industry will implement the 

recommendations
The railway industry notifies the safety 

authority of its intent to implement the 

recommendations

The railway industry has a duty 

to consider the 

recommendations

The safety authority formally 

informs the railway industry of the 

recommendation 

RAIB publishes report, sends to those 

involved and addresses recommendations 

to: the safety authority and other relevant 

public bodies and member states

u

v

w

x

The RAIB recommendations 

are formulated with industry 

input

Recommendation process



Implementation of recommendations

Status Total

% of 

total
Implemented & Implementation 

ongoing 1191 83.5%

Implemented by alternative means 27 1.9%

Progressing 113 7.9%

Awaiting Response 53 3.7%

Non implementation 42 2.9%

Insufficient Response 2 0.1%

Total 1426 100%



RAIB’s statistics

 Since 2005, we have

 been notified of more than 4200 incidents

 deployed to site over 500 times

 conducted more than 400 preliminary examinations

 undertaken just over 300 full investigations

 published nearly 340 reports, bulletins and digests

 issued just under 40 urgent safety advice

 Of the investigations

 22.6% involve derailments

 18.9% involve collisions

 17% involve level crossings

 9.1% involve staff hit by trains / near misses





Case studies



Grayrigg, Feb 2007 – Cause: points failure

Outcome: derailment (95 mph)

1 fatality, 28 serious injuries



Derailment at Camden
15 October 2013

26% of freight train derailments investigated by the RAIB 

were caused by a combination of poor track condition and 

one of the following: 

• defective rolling stock

• an undesirable design feature of rolling stock

• an unevenly distributed payload
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Derailment at Godmersham
26 July 2015

38

Passenger train struck a number 
of cows that had gained access to 
the railway at Godmersham, 
between Wye and Chilham

Both bogies of the leading vehicle 
of the eight-car train derailed, and 
the vehicle then struck an 
underline (rail over river) bridge

The train stopped with the leading 
vehicle listing at about 20 degrees

The investigation examined 
processes and standards for 
fence inspection
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Up passenger train struck top of a signal 
post that had collapsed across the Down 
Westbury line

No injuries and train did not derail
• Outcome could have been more 

severe if the train had been travelling 
in the down direction – the post was 
capable of derailing a train   

Factors included:
• Undetected corrosion in post

Investigation focused on:
• Inspection of hidden parts of structures
• Asset management strategy

Collision between a train and signal post at Newbury
17 November 2014
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Bridge parapet pushed onto 

the Berks and Hants line by 

lorry reversing on the 

bridge having taken a 

wrong turning

Collision between train and fallen debris at Froxfield
22 February 2015



 Tram travelling at 9.3 

mph (15 km/h) collided 

with an adult 

pedestrian

 Recommendations 

covered risk 

assessment in 

pedestrianised areas 

(shared space)

Tram collision with pedestrian near Market Street tram 

stop, Manchester, 12 May 2015



Level crossing risk

 There are 5000-6000 level crossings on Network Rail 

infrastructure (most of which are passive crossings)

 Risk is mainly to users

 Accidents to train occupants have occurred infrequently in 

the past



Athelney level crossing, near Taunton, 21 

March 2013
 Automatic half barrier 

crossing - car drove 
around the barriers

 Crossing was closed for 
longer than normal 
because of engineering 
work earlier that day

 Motorist might have 
thought barriers had failed

 Recommendations relate 
to reducing risk of 
extended operating times



Summary of level crossing issues

 User behaviour
 Does the design encourage crossing users to make errors?

 Distractions

 Audibility (whistle boards)

 Signage

 Waiting times

 Another train coming?

 Decision points

 Risk management
 Data on crossing usage

 Seasonal traffic

 Errors by railway staff
 Crossing keepers and train drivers

 Design and standards
 Signalling controls and sighting



Near miss involving track workers near Hest Bank
22 September 2014

Near-miss at Hest Bank 
(2-3 secs) with gang of 10 
track workers

‘Red zone’ with LOWS 
protection
• LOWS shown to be 

functioning correctly
• Investigation focused 

on why ‘train-on’ was 
not signalled by the 
lookout

• Human factors 
associated with the use 
of LOWS are being 
considered



Safety of Track Workers

 During track engineering activities it is vital that those with responsibility 

for the safety of the workers have the skills needed to exercise leadership 

and to promote the safe performance of the team

 RAIB investigations have revealed that these skills include:

 the ability of the leader to exercise authority and influence

 the need for the leader to understand the task

 the need for planning and effective communications between all 

parties

 the need for good leadership and effective team working

 the need for clear instruction and procedures



Conclusions



The benefits of accident investigation (1)

 In depth analysis of the causal chain gives insights 
into the contributions from:

 Machines

 Infrastructure

 People

 Organisational factors

 Many of the accidents investigated by the RAIB 
were not predicted by any formal techniques 
applied by designers, maintainers or operators

 Most investigations reveal how combinations of 
factors combined to create a dangerous event  



The benefits of accident investigation (2)

 Investigations highlight the vulnerability of existing 

risk mitigation measures and assist the design of 

new measures

 Investigations shine a searchlight into particular 

corners of the railway industry

 They therefore provide valuable intelligence to those 

with the responsibility for safety 

 Investigations demonstrate to those involved, 

those affected and wider society that action is 

being taken and lessons will be learnt
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The systems perspective

 Human factors focuses on human-machine systems which combine to 

achieve a goal

 Interaction between elements: human-human, human-machine, machine-

machine

 Interaction between layers: individual – job – organisation

 Objective of HF is to improve performance of the system as a whole

 The focus in an investigation should be on why the error occurred, not 

what they should have done

 Performance shaping factors

 Goals and information requirements

 Decisions and actions make sense to people at the time

 Take into account human capabilities and limitations in designing the 

system

 People often make a positive contribution to system safety



‘People need to know that 
accidents have been thoroughly 
investigated and that actions have 
been take so they don’t happen 
again

That’s what we do…’

Rail Accident Investigation Branch UK



Rail accident investigation

Mark Young


